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Getting from one star system to another would take far too long (as in years or even
centuries) without the jump drive. A vessel that has a jump drive can travel from
one star system to another in a week or so, and is called a starship. Vessels without
a jump drive can only travel through normal space and are restricted to one
star system. They are called non-starships or spacecraft, and small vessels like
shuttles and fighters are called small craft.

In more settled areas, privately owned starships and spacecraft are
rarely armed as they simply do not need to be. The navy maintains
patrols to chase off pirates and keep merchant ships safe, so guns
are just expensive accessories in these areas. On the frontiers, however, life can be more hazardous and ship-owners often fit a turret or two for self-defence. A small merchant ship with a couple of
lasers cannot fight a navy cruiser of course, but it might be enough
to see off a pirate attack. On the other hand, some of those armed
merchant ships are actually operated by pirates …
Starships and spacecraft are very expensive, and it does not make
sense to try to build one to do every possible job. That would cost
far too much, so instead vessels are built for a particular role:
Naval ships are built for combat or other tasks that the interstellar navy carries out, such as landing troops on a planet to
fight a war. Naval ships are not normally available to buy, even to
people with a lot of money, but it is sometimes possible to get a
license to operate one as a mercenary force.
Scout ships are built for exploration work, and also to carry mail
and information between star systems. Scout ships are often
lightly armed and have good sensors. They may also have a laboratory or other scientific equipment aboard. Scout vessels
are sometimes used for combat; they are better than merchant
ships at this but not as good as a proper warship.
Merchant ships are designed to carry as much cargo and as many
passengers as possible for the lowest cost. They are often slow and
are not designed for combat even if they are armed. Most of the
ships on the space lanes are merchant vessels. Some jump between
star systems, others operate between the worlds of a system.
Specialist vessels are not very common. Each is built for a specific
purpose. Science ships are designed to act as mobile laboratories, yachts are used by rich people as mobile homes and offices
as well as status symbols. There are other types of specialist ship
as well, but they are even less commonly encountered.

3.1

Ship Operations

There are many jobs to be done aboard a starship. Some are specialized and require years of training, while others can be filled
in by almost anyone. Not every ship needs each post filled –
a ship without guns does not need gunners, while one that carries passengers is required by law to have a medic with at least
basic qualifications.
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Officers command and lead the crew. Large ships often have a
number of specialist officers leading divisions of the crew. On a
small ship the only officer may be the captain, and even he will
probably have another job such as pilot or navigator.
Every space vessel or starship needs at least one qualified
Pilot to control the vessel. Most operations are automatic,
but a pilot is needed for complex tasks like docking with
another ship or landing on a planet’s surface. Small ships
usually have one person whose main job is to be the pilot and perhaps others who are qualified to take over in an
emergency.
Starships need a Navigator who plots the ship’s course through
jump space. Complex routes through normal space also need a
navigator, but small craft like shuttles do not go far enough to
need one. A ship’s navigator can usually find time to do another
job, such as also being a pilot or the captain.
Most vessels also need one or more Engineers to run their drive
systems and look after any complex electronic systems. Small
craft such as fighters and shuttles do not generally have an engineer, though they may have a co-pilot who keeps an eye on
the engines.
Many merchant ships have an officer called the Purser who
looks after the ship’s accounts and buys cargo to be shipped.
On smaller vessels the captain normally undertakes this task,
but on a large vessel it can be enough work that a small office
staff is needed to keep track of everything.
Armed vessels need one or more Gunners to operate them. This
is hopefully not a full-time job so gunners often double up on
other tasks when not in combat. They may be assistant engineers, medics, stewards or deck hands.
A medic is required for any ship that carries passengers, and
it is usually a good idea to have one to look after the crew. The
medic on a small ship is rarely a proper doctor, but he or she will
be trained to deal with basic medical emergencies. The Medic is
another job that is often doubled up with another task.
Stewards look after the passengers and cook for the crew, and
on a lot of ships they also handle cargo loading and similar tasks.
Any ship that carries passengers needs a qualified steward, who
is often also the medic or purser.
Deck Hands are crew members who perform general tasks like
cleaning the ship or guarding it when it is landed. They may not
have any ship-operating skills and are usually the lowest paid of
the crew. It is often possible to get a job or ‘working passage’
(travelling for free instead of getting paid for work aboard the
ship) as a deck hand, and some well-known starship captains
started their careers that way.
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There are many kinds of spacecraft and starships in the Traveller
universe. A lot of them use standard designs that have been in
use for many years, decades or even centuries, though there are
also custom vessels out there as well as alien ships that use a
very different design.

3.2

rULeS FOr StarShipS anD SpaCeCraFt

Starships are an important part of most Traveller games.
Sometimes they are just scenery, such as when a ship takes
off at the starport behind the characters. Other times, detailed
rules are needed. This is especially true when ships fight one
another. Parts of a Vessel Starships and spacecraft need certain components to operate. Not every vessel needs every part
listed here, however. A ship that is not intended to move between star systems does not need a jump drive; a cargo ship
might not need weapons. Some components are common to
most ships, however. These are the hull, power plant, manoeuvre drive, and bridge.

3.2.1

the hull

The outside of a ship is called its hull. On military vessels (and
some other ships that might go into dangerous areas) the hull
may be armoured to protect it. The hull is not just the outer skin
of the ship; it also represents internal walls and bulkheads. The
size of a ship’s hull is an indication of its capacity. This is rated
in tons. A minimum of 100t (100 tons) of hull is needed for a
jump-capable starship.
Hulls come in two general types: streamlined and unstreamlined. A streamlined hull is needed for the ship to be able to
land on planets with an atmosphere. Unstreamlined ships have
to remain in orbit and send down shuttles.
All starships and spacecraft have one or more airlocks. These
are basically double doors that stop the vessel’s air from rushing out if someone needs to go outside. Obviously, a vacc
suit (space suit) is needed for the people working outside, but

everyone else will be fine in normal clothes so long as the airlock is used properly. Some ships have hatches or doors that
are not airlocks, such as some ships like the Subsidised Merchant. If the cargo doors are opened on a world without an
atmosphere, the air is first pumped out of the cargo bay into
tanks so it is not lost. Anyone in the cargo area needs a vacc
suit of course, and doors to the rest of the ship are kept closed
to keep the air in.
The ship’s hull design determines how many hull points and
structure points it has and how much armour is fitted. These
factors are important in combat. When a ship is hit by weapons
fire its armour will protect it from some damage. After that its
hull points are reduced. A ship that has no hull points left has
several big holes in it and is in real trouble, but might still survive. If during combat hull points are reduced to zero, the ship is
exposed to hard vacuum.
Once hull points are gone, any more damage goes to structure
points. A ship that runs out of structure points left will break up
and is completely destroyed. Note that some ships start with no
hull points. This does not mean that they are a mass of holes;
just that the hull is fragile and offers no real protection.

air/raft
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the Bridge or Cockpit

The control area of a starship or large space vessel is called its
bridge. This is where the captain and officers such as the pilot and
navigator do their work. There are usually some other rooms close to the bridge that contain important electronic systems. Passengers are not normally allowed in the control areas, which are
often separated from the rest of the ship by a strong bulkhead.
On a small craft like a launch or fighter, the control area is much
smaller and is called a cockpit or cabin. The main difference is
that a cockpit has room for seats for the crew and not much
else, but a starship’s bridge is meant to be used for much longer
at a time and is more comfortable and spacious. A small craft
control cabin may even have seats for passengers.

If the bridge is damaged by a crash or combat the ship becomes difficult to control and sensor equipment may begin to
malfunction.

3.2.3

the engineering Section

The engineering section of a ship contains its power plant (which
supplies power for everything the ship does) and its manoeuvre
drive (which allows it to move around in normal space). It may
also contain the jump drive if the ship has one. The engineering
section is one of the most important parts of a ship (along with
the bridge) and is usually off-limits to non-crew members.
The ship’s power plant needs to be powerful enough to power its engines and all other systems like weapons, sensors and life support.

The ship’s sensors and most other instruments are controlled
from the bridge. Most starships and small craft have a standard
equipment package based on their role. Detection tasks use
Computer skill for determining the results.

The manoeuvre drive is given a thrust rating. The higher this is,
the faster a ship can accelerate and the faster it can turn. A ship
with a high thrust rating can catch (or escape from) one with a
lower thrust rating.

• Merchant ships generally have a standard equipment package
suitable for detecting other ships and objects like asteroids at
a modest distance. It is not very powerful and will often not
see hidden vessels or other concealed objects. The basic chance to detect another vessel is Difficult (10+) at long range.
• Scout and scientific ships generally have an advanced equipment package that includes specialised mapping sensors and
high-powered equipment that will often spot hidden objects or
distant starships. Basic chance to detect another vessel at long
range is Average (8+).
• Military vessels have a very powerful sensor system that is designed to detect other ships at long range and to target weapons on them. Basic chance to detect another vessel at long
range is Routine (6+), and in addition all weapons fire gains a
+1 bonus on the hit roll.

The jump drive (if the ship has one) enables it to move between
star systems. A jump takes one week and can be up to as many
parsecs as the jump drive rating. So a ship with a jump rating of
3 could jump 1, 2 or 3 parsecs in a single jump, which will always
take one week’s time.
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Hits with weapons fire on the engineering section may damage
the ship’s drive system, slowing it down or even making it unable to move.

3.2.4

Weapons

Starships can have one ‘hardpoint’ per 100 tons of hull. Each
hardpoint can mount one turret, which in turn can carry one to
three weapons. A turret can carry different types of weapon or
they can all be the same.
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3.2.2

A hit on a weapon turret will damage it, with more hits increasing the damage until the turret can no longer be used.

Did you know …
… that there‘s a permanent storm
at Saturn‘s northpole in the shape of
a perfect hexagon and so far no one as
found out why?
There are four types of weapon commonly fitted to privately-owned starships: missiles, beam lasers, pulse lasers and sandcasters.
Naval ships may have other weapons including particle beam weapons, meson guns and fusion guns, but these are not normally
available on the open market even if a ship had room for them.
Beam Lasers: fire a continuous beam of laser energy at the target,
doing 2D of starship damage if they hit.
Pulse Lasers fire a short pulse of laser energy at the target, doing
1D of starship damage if they hit. They don’t do much damage
but are very effective for point defence.
Missile Launchers can fire one missile per round. Missiles take
longer to get to the target than laser energy, but home in automatically once they get there. Standard explosive missiles do 2D
of damage, though other types may be available to the navy. A
standard missile launcher has three missiles on its ‘ready rack’,
meaning it can fire three times before running out of ammunition. Extra missiles can be carried in a missile magazine. 12 missiles will fit in a 1-ton magazine. 12 missiles will cost Cr15,000.
Sandcasters are defensive weapons dispensing small particles
used to counteract lasers. Each successful use reduces attacking beam weapon’s damage by 1D that round. 20 barrels of
sand take up one ton of space and cost Cr10,000.
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3.2.5

the Main Section

The main section of a ship contains most of its cargo and fuel
storage, accommodation for the crew and passengers, along
with other necessary facilities like a galley (kitchen), lockers
for tools and spares, plumbing and air ducts, and pretty much
everything else that makes it possible to live and work aboard
the vessel.
Hits on the main section may cause fuel leaks or general damage to the ship.

3.2.6

Ship’s Locker

Officially, a ship does not have to have a locker. But almost every
vessel does have some place where emergency equipment is
stored. Passenger ships often stow passenger valuables, such as
jewellery and guns, in the ship’s locker. Adventurers are known
for placing strange or odd equipment in the ship’s locker, just
in case it might be needed. However, most practically, a ship
owned by PCs will place personal armour and weapons in the
ship’s locker for safety purposes.
Referees can use this during Traveller games at their discretion,
by allowing rolls of varying difficulty for the odd chance that a
desperately needed item might be in the ship’s locker.

3.3

StarShip OperatiOnS

Most of the time a starship (or any spacecraft) has a clear mission to carry out. Ships are too expensive just to wander around
in the hope that something interesting happens. Much of what
the crew do is pretty routine; just another day at work, even if
work is the bridge of a starship. The following basic operations
are pretty standard, and will not go badly wrong even if a skill
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3.3.1

Moving Around a Star System

Military ships might spend long periods on patrol and science
or scout vessels could be in the same place for weeks conducting experiments or collecting information. However, most of
the time starships are moving from one place to another. A
lot of a starship’s time is spent in ‘normal space’, not in jump.
This time can be spent transiting to or from a planet’s surface,
landing, taking off or moving to a safe jump point.
Landing or docking with a space station is fairly routine, but
if it goes wrong the results can be serious. An Average (8+)
Pilot skill roll is necessary to make a good landing. A failed roll
will result in a hard landing that might cause some minor damage, and on an Exceptional Failure the ship suffers a minor
crash that will require some repairs. One bad roll on a routine
landing should not wreck the players’ ship. The Referee might
decide that they need a replacement part that’s hard to get,
and send them on an adventure; that would be fair. Writing off
the ship would not.
Taking Off or leaving a space station is a job for the pilot. An
Average (8+) Pilot skill roll is necessary to avoid mishaps, but
unless an Exceptional Failure occurs even a failed roll is just an
embarrassingly bad take-off.
Climbing to Orbit is necessary after a ship leaves a planet-side
landing area. This is routine; any competent pilot can manage
it. However, flying in an atmosphere (this applies to landing
and taking off too) can be difficult when there is bad weather.
High winds, thick cloud or storms will make flying harder and
impose penalties to skill rolls depending on just how bad
things are outside.

Leaving Orbit is also pretty routine. It is necessary to get well away
from a planet before using the jump drive, otherwise serious malfunctions can occur. The ship’s automatic systems pretty much fly
the ship, with the pilot nearby in case of problems. The same applies to entering orbit, when approaching a planet from space. Something could go wrong, but it’s not likely. The most serious hazard
would be some other ship getting in the way, which is why systems
with Class A, B or C starports have traffic controllers who guide vessels onto paths where they cannot collide with one another.

3.3.2 	Travelling Between Planets
Even if a ship is planning to jump to another star system, it still
needs to transit to and from the jump point in normal space.
Ships normally accelerate halfway to the destination and then
slow down again for the other half of the trip. This can take quite
a while in the case of a distant planet.
The higher a ship’s thrust rating, the faster it accelerates. This
alters the time taken to get to the destination. The table below
gives a set of sample times for typical normal-space journeys.
An Average (8+) Navigation skill roll is required to plot an efficient course. Failing the roll usually means a longer journey time.
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Thrust Rating
Distance (km)

Journey

1

2

3

4

5

6

10.7min

7.5min

6.2min

5.3min

4.8min

4.4min

33.7min

23.8min

19.4min

16.8min

15.1min

13.7min

100,000

1.8h

1.3h

1h

53.2min

47.6min

43.5min

300,000

3.1h

2.2h

1.8h

1.5h

1.4h

1.3h

3.5h

2.5h

2h

1.8h

1.6h

1.4h

1,000,000

5.6h

4h

3.2h

2.8h

2.5h

2.3h

10,000,000

17.7h

12.5h

10.2h

8.9h

7.9h

7.2h

1,000
10,000

400,000

Surface to orbit

Surface to moon

30,000,000

100 light seconds

1.3d

21.7h

17.7h

15.4h

13.7h

12.5h

45,000,000

Close neighbour world

1.6d

1.1d

21.7h

18.8h

16.8h

15.4h

2.3d

1.7d

1.3d

1.2d

1d

22.9h

2.9d

2d

1.7d

1.4d

1.3d

1.2d

3.7d

2.6d

2.2d

1.9d

1.7d

1.5d

5.7d

4d

3.3d

2.9d

2.6d

2.3d

7d

5d

4d

3.5d

3.1d

2.9d

7.4d

5.2d

4.3d

3.7d

3.3d

3d

100,000,000
150,000,000

One AU (Astronomical Unit, Sol to Earth)

255,000,000
600,000,000

Close gas giant

900,000,000

Far gas giant

1,000,000,000
30,856,776,000,000 1 Parsec = 3.26 light years = 1 Hex
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roll is failed – unless an Exceptional Failure is rolled, in which
case someone has made a serious mistake.

